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ABSTRACT:  
 
Password security is the primary concern for any authentication system.The main aim of the password is to 

protect the system from unauthorized user.The emerging growth of the internet and other technology the 

password is the main key to secure the data over internet.using password.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

There are many way to provide security over the internet .In this paper we describe an efficient security by 

using randomly generated single integer input value. For each and every string our scheme will provide 

unique digit for creating password.We provide systematic approach for authentication of password at 

application layer. 
 
Keywords:- Security ,Authentication ,Random number.,Password, Cryptography. 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION 

Authentication of data by using password is the most human friendly scheme which is used in very 

large in the internet.In this approach user set a password that isd converted into digits by using 

encryption technique at the application layer.In today scenario everything is depend on the 

password,security of our data is also dependent on the password,the password should be secure and 
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not be seen by the unauthorized user.For this purpose we use random number password generation 

technique.This work propose a noval way of performing cryptographic secure password based 

authentication scheme at application layer. 

 

[2] PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION PROCESS 

 

In the password authentication process we provide a configuration communication between user and 

server. 

Our approach is based on the following rules: 

1 Establish a secure channel between user and server. 

2 Create a password to authenticate himself in the server. 

3  Ser ver will provede an authentication to the user. 

4  For password authentication scheme use random number generation technique. 

5 If password is match with the corresponding digit it give a message password is match. 

 

 

Building Block 

  

  

 

Architecture of  user login Interface 

The application layer provide the secure communication by using secure password here are two stage 

of authentication. User and server are authenticated by each other with password that password is 

converted into digits ,each digits correspond to a unique alphabet. Randm number provide security in 

our password and provide knowledge to the user resources of the system. Password Creation Scheme:-

P-Unique is the password with namestring is the combination of character digits and special character. 

P-Secure authentication This bind the password string to the corresponding digit by using the database 

entry in the server. M-Authentication If the corresponding digit of the password match to the authorized 

user the message will appear on the screen password match. The  new user will enter the interface with 

some user –id and password.The password is authenticated by the server i9f the password is strored 

the user will use corresponding digits of his password.if the password authentication is accepted the 

password is authorized. 

The authentication between user and server is shown as following 

User   ---------------------------------------------------------Server 

New user authenticate with 

User-id-------------------------------------------------------Authorised with id 

Numeric 

Digit 

matching Enter 

login 

Encrypti

on 

Secure 

user  

interface 

interface 

Password 

Match 

Database 

Dec 
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Create password-----------------------------------------Store password in digits 

Password with corresponding digits-------------------Match the password 

Message received password match. 

We can show the interface by using the two way handshaking by using the arrow  diagram  for 

application layer inte 

                    User--------Application Layer Interface of password-----server 

    New user with user-id                                                                P auth. server.u-id 

 

  Create password--                                                                      p.uid stored 

  

Uid,password----                                                                      verify u-id and p.aut 

 

Enter data---------------------------------------------------------accepted data. 

 

 

 

Once the verified message is get to the user  the user and his password is authorized by the server.The 

security goal is the main concern for password authentication,for this purpose we consider a standard 

for user and server authentication scheme. Use interface challenge:-our aim is to solve all the 

challenges against the password security.It is essential for the security of password that the user always 

enter their password into a secure login interface  level.This entry mechanism is can be spoofed by the 

attackers.our interface is totally secure for intruders The second challenge is the untrained users how 

can they use the system for this cannenge the interface is desigened at application level the new user 

can easily use the new entries from the interface. 

 

[3] CONCLUSION 

In this paper we provide a brief description about the password security we can secure our password 

by using application level interface. This interface give rise to the security concern of the password. 
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